NJP NEWSLETTER December 2019
Greetings to all NJP sponsors

Ganzi Connections- Students and Nuns - August 2019
Geshe Sonam Thargye visited Ganzi in early August with a view to being joined by the 2019 Tibet Tour a short while
afterwards.
In addition to overseeing the distribution of
sponsorship funds, the NJP mission for Geshe Sonam
and the tour group during this time was to collect
information about all primary and secondary students,
specifically school levels, plus take new photos, collect
information about school leavers, and the status of
university students.
The group was also to check in with all seven of our
sponsored nunneries to report on the health and
wellbeing of the nuns.
This year the situation was even more difficult than
usual; the obstacles proving unfortunately to be
insurmountable in the short window of opportunity
that the group had in Ganzi. In effect, the group left
without having distributed the funds and without
having collected any new information about the
students. The members were not permitted to visit any
of the nunneries. The funds were left for distribution at
an opportune time.
When Geshe Sonam and the group returned to
Australia, the Australia committee prepared
contingency plans for discreetly distributing the
sponsorship monies to all students and nunneries over
the next few months, plans which the Ganzi committee

will endeavour to complete. Geshe Sonam Thargye is
monitoring the situation as best he can.
NJP can assure all sponsors that your generous
sponsorships are lodged in Ganzi, and as soon as it is
safe to do so, your beneficiaries will receive the funds
allocated to them. As well, the Ganzi committee has
been requested, if possible, to photograph students
and update school information on each student when
delivering money to the students. This information
would be relayed to Australia via the internet when the
lines of communication allow.
NJP is hopeful of providing confirmation by the end of
the year, that all is well in Ganzi, and that all funds have
reached their destination.
Meanwhile, Tina, one of the Tibet travellers has
recounted stories of her travels for this newsletter. The
original itinerary for the trip was severely affected by
the situation in East Tibet. The usual gathering of
students and visits to the nunneries that form such a
wonderful part of the Ganzi experience had to be
cancelled, though Geshe Sonam was able to organise
for the students sponsored by the travellers to be in
contact.

With many gaps left in the itinerary in Ganzi, huge
thanks go to NJP treasurer Peter Jost and his wife
Robyn Edwards, who were travelling with the group, to
save the day. Their considerable experience travelling

in this part of the world and some quick thinking
enabled Robyn and Peter to devise a new plan to fill the
days with memorable experiences in this fascinating
part of the world.

UPDATE received from Ganzi just before going to press –
Geshe Sonam has been in contact with the NJP committee members in Ganzi who report that the situation is
improving now, and they have begun to distribute funds. Students are being photographed at this time, photos to be
passed on to sponsors as soon as they have been processed by NJP. The Ganzi committee has also sent NJP
information on school levels for most of the students.

.

Medical Emergency Fund
NJP recently received a request for financial aid sent from Tibet directly to Geshe
Sonam.
Thupten Sonam (a monk) is suffering from a
liver ailment (from what we know, it may be a
form of hepatitis). He has no family. Money was
transferred to Tibet from the NJP Medical
Emergency Fund, and Thupten is now doing
much better.
Pictured at right is a screensht of a message
Thupten sent to Geshe Sonam thanking him for
the 1000 yuan – a little over $200 AUD.
What is a small amount to us here in Australia has made a very real difference
to a monk who had no family to assist him. Once again, thank you to all our
supporters– you are all a part in helping make a difference.

“This is not a destination but a journey”
NJP trip report by Tina
Robyn and Peter met us at the airport early in the morning and
checked us in a marvelous hotel in hustling and bustling Jinli Street
in Chengdu. We introduced ourselves and discussed plans for our
journey over breakfast.
In Chengdu we went to see the large cuddly pandas chopping on
the bamboo leaves and a couple of sleeping baby ones at the
panda breeding Centre. I loved the Sichuan Opera; it was a very
interesting and engaging show. The foodie tour was also interesting
and we had plenty to eat.
In Kangding I met my two sponsored students (now 15 and 17 years
old). They were being educated in a high school there. I was so
excited to finally meet them. We handed over the sponsor money
for which they were ever so grateful. I was happy to learn how well
they were doing in high school and their future goals – one wants
to be a teacher and the other a Chinese doctor. I’m pleased to know that the money has helped them enormously
towards their future goals. I spent a couple of hours with them shopping, taking photos and chatting – via wechat
translator.
On our way to Ganze we stopped in Tagong to see the preparation of the annual horse festival. The traditional
Tibetan costumes were so colourful, even the horses were dressed up to the hilt.
In Ganze, Robyn and Peter organized the meeting of the other sponsored students / nuns. It was interesting to
meet them all. We explored this amazing town with lively markets, lots of Buddhist monks and people in their
traditional and colourful clothes. We went to a monastery situated up on the hills overlooking the township.
Knowing my knees couldn’t cope with the steep climb Robyn and Peter put me in a taxi and away I went up around
the hills to the monastery while the others chose to walk to take in the magnificent views.
We spent a couple of days in Dege where Robyn
and Peter tried to explain to us about the
‘human printing press’. It’s the most fascinating
human workshop I have ever seen. The Dege
Parkhang Sutra-printing house is a printing
process with traditional woodblock printing. It
was so amazing just watching them performing
the continuous hand printing action. It’s worth
the climb up and down those steep stairs, a must
see!
We drove along the narrow roads with hair-pin
bends to the Kotak monasteries situated (about
4,300 meters above sea level) on top of the
mountains. It’s a photographer’s dream with
spectacular sights of the mountains and little

villages along the way. The monasteries itself were architecturally amazing and so colourful. It’s worth the long
hairy road trip!
We returned to Ganzi to say our farewells to Geshe Sonam’s family. We were honored that they invited us to join
them for a traditional Tibetan lunch. In Litang, we sampled the real Sichuan ‘hotpot’ hot it is, but tasty.
On the highway back to Chengdu the magical scenery,
spectacular villages, and mountains were abundant,
again we were clicking our cameras. We were fortunate
to have the same rooms in the same hotel in Chengdu.
You’ve done well I say! Because dare I say that my bed
was very comfortable. There were a few changes to the
schedule due to unforeseen circumstances but our tour
guides, Robyn and Peter, made sure we were consulted
and informed as to our next adventure. Their
consideration and traveling expertise made it so exciting
throughout the journey and we had lots of fun and
laughter. There was always a lot to eat whether it was in
a restaurant/cafe or while traveling in the car.
They also provided us with hot coffees/teas and rice
crackers from their ‘portable café’ on the trip. The
careful drivers were knowledgeable on the long,
narrow and winding roads. We listened to Tibetan
music in the car while we relaxed, wowing at every
sight and took many more photos along the way. We
stopped at times to stretch our legs or to admire the
beauty of the green mountains (some with snow),
stupa, monasteries, yaks lying on the roads, nomad’s
tents and herds and Tibetan homes. Each stop was
exhilarating.

Helen, Peter & Robyn - more tea please!

The Tibetan people are so humble and friendly. Even the
Buddhist monks (lots of them everywhere obviously) had fun
taking photos of us. They do not have much in way of
possessions but they do love their mobile phones! The
monasteries we visited were all so jaw-dropping amazing and
picturesque. I took lots of videos to capture the brilliant
colours and magnificent architecture.
Tibet is a very picturesque place with friendly people. I loved
all the happy smiling children, even the hairy winding roads up
the mountains! I hope to do another NJP tour as this is one of
the best overseas trips I ever experienced. Everything was well
organized and we stayed in some awesome hotels. So, a big
THANK YOU to Robyn and Peter.

Monks checking out the latest mobile phone

Contacting your Sponsored Person
We encourage you to get to know your student, nun or monk, and learn about their situation and their daily lives.

Writing To Your Nun Or Student In Tibet
1. Send your letter to NJP for translation.
Remember to include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The translated
letter will be sent back to you. Then you post to Tibet using the special
address labels (above). It contains four copies of the address so you’ll
need to cut it to get one label.
The Tibet address label helps your letter pass from Australia, through
China to Tibet. It has to pass through three countries so the label has the
address in three languages. Simply print (in Internet Explorer use the
Print button, or File->Print), then cut into four, and paste one onto the
envelope.

2. Send your letter directly to Tibet
Send your letter in English to Ganzi using the address labels above. No need to wait for translations. Many students
are now learning English or have access to someone who can read an English letter for them.

Sending Parcels to Tibet
Send as per letters. Parcels going to Tibet usually arrive safely. You will be advised
when your mail arrives in Ganzi.

What to send
Students Gifts of clothing, stationery, toys, books, Australiana – things a child of the
same age in Australia would like.
Nuns Warm clothing (maroon/brown colour), – polar fleece blankets, jackets, socks,
hats; or stationery, soaps, towels etc.
Sending mail to Tibet is much more reliable than mailing to India, but sending mail
from Ganzi is difficult. So please don’t worry if you don’t hear from them; they are receiving the benefits of your
sponsorship and are most grateful for it, even if they can’t always tell you.
The most important thing with all correspondence is REMEMBER to write the ID NUMBER with the address.

Sera Je Sponsorship Distribution

Sera Je Committee

Monks sign in to receive their sponsorship money in Sera Monastery

Letter from Dekyi Yangtso S370 to sponsor Helen Watterson NSW
Dear Sponsor
First of all, I am very glad to receive your letter. I am also very sorry. I have not had any free time to write to you and
have not received any news from you since I graduated from university in July. So we broke off contact, but I still will
not forget your help, let me realize the dream, your grace has been in my heart.
This year I am already 24 years old, is a national civil servant, has participated in the work for more than a year, the
monthly salary more than 6000 (Yuan), the leadership and
the colleague all are good to me, oneself also has the ability
to assume the family responsibility.
You also need not send money for me, for me to worry. At
present I want to work a few more years, more savings, if life
allows to continue to study, continue to study.
Finally, thank you again for your help and assistance, but I
also hope you can share with me your current situation.

Start from the right side of the photo: Uncle, mom, big aunt,
sister, younger sister, Little Aunt, Dad, that kid is the sister's girl
my niece.
These two photos are me now: the first one is reading in my
spare time in the library on the first floor of the unit, the second
one is in the summer at work.

University graduation photos:
The first photo on the right of the second is me, my right
is my college head teacher.

The first photo was of me graduating from college,
The second photo is of my college degree: Bachelor's degree, Teacher's certificate, Bachelor's degree.

